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ON THE INTEGRATION OF NON-LINEAR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS
Abstract. The object of this paper is to investigate how solutions of mixed initialboundary value problems for a certain class of non-linear parabolic equations may be obtained by solving suitable implicit difference equations on a rectangular lattice and taking the limit of such solutions as the mesh of the lattice tends to zero.
We consider the non-linear2 parabolic differential equation
. du du\ in the strip 0<t<T,0<x<L, with the initial condition -/3°(x)u(x, 0) = /0(x) (la)
and the boundary conditions «(<) £ (0, t) -0, t) = /,(*),
-a\t)yxU{L, t) -mu{L, t) = f2(t), assuming that the solution u(x, t) is unique and exists with suitable regularity properties in the strip. Introducing a family of rectangular lattices irh with mesh (h, k) and non-negative weights co, , to2, we associate with (1) a family of implicit difference equations <j)xVlu(x, t) + u2Vlu(x, t -k) = F[x, t, u(x, t), ^VMx, t) + ^VMx, t -k), V,m(x, <)]
with corresponding difference equations approximating (la) and (lb) [see (1.1) ].
In the first part of this paper we prove the pointwise convergence, as we let h, k ->■ 0 in such a way that k/h2 = X is a fixed number, of the solutions uh(x, t) of the difference equations (2) to u(x, t). We obtain estimates of the degree of convergence by methods suggested by arguments of Gevrey [7] and Laasonen [8] for linear parabolic differential equations and related to [4] , [5] , [6] for solving elliptic equations using a maximum *Received July 25, 1955; revised manuscript received October 3, 1955 . 'This paper was written while the author was a member of the AEC Computing Facility, New York University. The author wishes to thank Prof. E. Isaacson and Drs. E. Bromberg and R. Richtmyer for their suggestions and criticism. 2For higher space dimensions our analysis would carry over with (1) replaced by V*w -F(t, x,y, ••• ; u; ut, ux , uv , We will retain the form of our arguments suitable for extentions to higher dimensions. [Vol. XIV, No. 3 principle. Our proof of convergence imposes a restriction on the value of X [see (2. 3)] which is stronger than the von Neumann criterion for linear equations.
An iteration method is then discussed for solving the implicit difference equations (2); a convergence proof is given which provides both an existence theorem for the solution of (2) for a fixed value of h and estimates of the error at any stage of the iterations.
1. Statement of the problem. Consider the non-linear parabolic operator F(x, t, z, p, q) denotes a fixed continuous function of its variables for (x, t) in a region R in the (x, <)-plane and for all z, p, q. We assume that the partial derivative F, ,FV , F, exist, are continuous, and satisfy the inequalities 0 < o° < < A < co,
where a", c°, A, B, and C are fixed constants. Let R = R{T) be a domain in R bounded by the coordinate lines x = 0, t = 0 and the lines x = L, t = T; the closure of R will be denoted by R'. The set composed of the segments Bo(0 < x < L, t = 0), B^x = 0, 0 < t < T) and B2(x = L, 0 < t < T) will be denoted by B -B(T) and called the boundary of R'.
We define boundary operators A0 , A, , A2 by We will assume it to be known that this problem has at most one solution which exists with suitable regularity properties3 under appropriate regularity conditions on the operators L, A and on the initial and boundary data.
'Specifically, we assume nm , uxx, , ult and lower order mixed partial derivatives exist and are continuous in R.
Before describing a method for approximating the solution of problem (P by differences it will be convenient to introduce certain notations. Let Rl,k be a rectangular lattice covering R' given by lines will be called an interior point of Rkik. A point of the set Bh k = R'hk -Rkk is a boundary point of R'h,k . Also, if w is a function defined on R'h,k we will write wm,n for w(Pm,").
Furthermore, when R'k,t is representative of a sequence of lattices obtained by letting h, k approach zero in such a way that the ratio A_x h2ĩ s fixed we write Rh,k = Rh, Bhtk = Bh, etc.
Next, let -MPm.n] = 0)lV:<Pm," + U2V*<pm,"-l ~ F[x" , tn ,<pm,n ,U\VX<P"," + where^x Vm.n ^2 (^m+l,» ~f" Pm-l.n ^Pm,n)t xtpm.n 2^ (^m + l.n *Pm-l.n))
Here «! > 0, o>2 > 0 and w, + u>2 = 1. Also, let
The mixed initial-boundary value problem 6>h consists in finding a function uh defined on Rk which satisfies the equation
and the initial and boundary conditions on Bh i , (
where /? is a given function on Bhti , [Vol. XIV, No. 3
In Sec. 4 we describe an effective procedure for computing u* and obtain an existence and uniqueness theorem for problem <Pk . In the next sections we derive sufficient conditions for solutions of 9h to approximate the solution of (P uniformly in R'.
2. Estimates for linear difference operators. It will be sufficient to derive estimates for linear operators of the form + w2V*«>m,n-i -a«,nV ,<pm,ñ~~ Vx*Pm,n I C*?2 j where 0 < a0 < am,n < A, | | < B, 0 < c° < c"," < C.
We assume h is so small, say h < h0, that Then, under the conditions detailed above, in particular, if h, k -» 0 in such a way that
the solutions uh of (Ph approximate the solution u of problem (P uniformly in R'(T); i.e., | u -uh | = a*OQi) + 0(h2) + 0(k).
The condition on the mesh ratio X given here differs from the condition for stability in the von Neumann sense for linear equations, where one would expect stability for arbitrary X when w2 < J (see [2] , [3] ). These facts raise the question whether our condition (3.2) may be weakened even in the non-linear case.
R. Richtmyer has given5 a convergence proof for the solution of the heat equation ut = utx by implicit difference equations of the type described here in which the von Neumann criterion is sufficient for his convergence arguments. From another viewpoint, condition (3.2) was imposed in order to obtain a maximum principle; F. John has shown [Vol. XIV, No. 3 fl], at least for explicit difference methods, convergence without using assumptions of positively weighted coefficients.
4. Construction of solutions of 6\ by iterations. In this section we shall describe an effective iteration method for calculating solutions of (?k and obtain, at the same time, sa constructive proof for the existence of solutions uh of (9h .
Let

Gifi
, f* ; yi.,) = w,(f, vlAvV-x'] -<Pi., I < r(P" + p"'-*), l < j < N I <pli -Vi.i I < rpn\
Hence, let e > 0 be given. Let n,-be determined, for example, such that with Then p"' -2NT ' i ~ 1
Pn° < * 2NT r(pni + p"'-) < ^ (2j -1) < e and rPn° < e. This, then, furnishes a uniform approximation to the solution *?,■,,-in Rh , i.e., to the solution uh of (PA .
